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Given--Po.wer by State Constitution

Regents· H8ve· Final Say in UNM Affairs
By Rebekah Szymanski

Since UNM opened its doors in the summer of 1892, the Board of
Regents ha.ve !tad the authority to create, control and impose all laws
regarding the management and property of the University:
A-ccording to the New Mexico State Constitution, the Regents "shall
have the power and it shall be their duty to enact laws, rules and
regulations for the government of the University.''
. In a recent memo to the faculty senate, Assoc. Sociology Prof. Charles
. Woodhouse said there is a "clear and present danger to faculty
autonomy" if the UNM administration and Regents believe they can
overrule faculty policy.
·
He said this danger became apparent to him at the Oct. 9 "Priorities for
Minorities" conference, where UNM Re_gent Calvin Horn said the Regents
would have the final· say on whether UNM could ;1dopt a~ openadmis,.sions policy or not.
I

I.

'

.

In his memo, Woodhouse said that by this statement, Regent Horn was
ass&ming a !'demagogic stance." Wood.Iiouse said if the faculty was to
conUnue making academic policy, it should "keep this situation from getting out.of control."
On admission requirements, the state constitution reads "Regents shall
'determine and-fix the standard of requirement,s for admission to their
respective institutions."
A statement adopted by the Board of Regents which is printed in the
Faculty Handbook says the faculty has the power to establish educational
policies ·at'tbe University. It is the Regents, however, who make the· final
decision on these policies. The faculty, according to the state constitution,
cannot overrule the Regents.
,
The UNM Board of Regents, by the laws of the state of .New Mexico,
are, responsible for the management and control of the University, the care
and preservation of all the property owned by it, the authority to arrange
for the construction of all buildings on the campus and the control of all
its money.
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US Court of -Appeals Rules
Nixon Tapes May Be Public
WASHINGTON (UP I)-A
federal court ruled Tuesday that
Nixon White House tapes from tbe
Watergate coverup trial may now
be made public, even though the
defendants still are appealing their
· convktiecn~.:.t.!ic~J:- ·, · · · ·-~--~',·"'

The tapes of some 30 oval-office
conversations, played in evidence at
the 1974-75 trial, covered the
attempts of President Richard
Nixon and his aides to cover up
their involvement in Watergate and
include John Ehrlichman's warning
to Nixon that, if he were not
Saying these tapes are not mere careful, he could be impeached.
"bedroom" recordings, the u.s.
Under
Tuesday's
ruling,
Court of Appeals ruled 2 to I that
the public is entitled to hear them so however, it rem~ins undecided just
long as the government makes no how the public will get access to the
tapes.
profit off them.
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Few Faculty Reply
To -Evaluation Letter
By. D.M. Flynn
Only 20 responses have been received from over 1000 letters that were
sent out to UNM faculty and teaching assistants asking them to participate
Photo by Wendell T. Hunt
in the !Jpcoming teacher evaluation. The letters were sent over a week ago.
Marion Lauer ·
As a result, Les Sternberg, chairman of the Teacher Evaluation Committee, will be.placing an ad in next Monday's LOBO with the headline:
"Faculty members: WHAT ARE YOU AFRAID OF?"
Sternberg told the LOBO that "We are very disappointed that the participation rate has not been larger." When asked if he thought last year's
Perspective, the evaluation booklet, had anything· to do with the hesitation
on the part of the faculty, Sternberg said that he didn't believe it had any
bearing on the low amount of responses.
·
"We gave them something that wasn't caustic or-antagonistic. It was
very mid~le of the road, "Sternberg said.
•
"They are afraid of being evaluated," Sternberg said, in reference to a
· except to try to preve~t it."
By Elizabeth Budd
possibility that some faculty members believe the evaluations are being
The swine flu vaccination will not The vaccine haS no guarantee on it used in tenure decisions.
"We are not a pawn of the adbe administered by the UNM· because no epidemic has hit. But it
ministration," Sternberg added;
Student Health Center, said Allergy has a very high antibody response.
"and if a professor wants to use the
and Immunization Director Marion The body responds by creating an
results of our survey in his file,
antibody capable of combating the
Laurer.
that's fine."
"Public Health might conduct a swine flu bacteria.
He said, stressing the purely
Researchers ate keeping watch on
clinic · on campus later this
voluntary aspects of the evaluation,
the bacteria in special cultures to
semester," she said.
"I don't think the evaluation
..
Vaccination. clinics have been note .any changes in the ~genetic
should be mandatory. The idea is
. reinstated across the country, drift. This could result in a change
complete voluntary participation.
removing apy controversy about in th(: protein outer-coating of the
The faculty is hesitant, but I don't
Kansas Sen. Robert Dole, the know why."
tbe alleged vaccination-related· bacteria. A new vaccine would have
deaths, she .said.. "All the deaths to be developed. "However," said Republican vice-presidential
Sternberg said the prOblem lies
· involved have been investigated, Lauer; ''the change is so slow· nominee, will be in Albuquerque not only with the faculty but also
and' they were results of some other researchers would have ample time this evening for a rally at the with the lack of interest among the
Cotlvention Center.
·cause~ the prominent one being old to discover any new vaccines."
students themselves.
"We
still
hope
to
have
a
bivalent
Dole is scheduled to arrive in
age." . . .
.
"If students aren't interested
Lauer said the reruJons for Public clinic," said Lauer. ''The bivalent Albuquerque at 6:30 p.m. A in evaluating their professors,"
}lealth serYice's decision to is designed for more complete Republican rally at the Convention said
Sternberg,
"there is
administer the vacCine and the need protection for . the high-risk Center is scheduled to begin at ·7 an overall lack of encouragement
. , for· highly trained personnel to Patient." A high-risk . patient is . p.m.
and enthusiasm,"
John
Allen,
nati,onal
anyone who.has a chronic disea~
.. praperly use the gun~. n.
This semestel''s evaluations will
.·. . Sh¢ emphasized the need for the such as cancer, .kidney disease, committeeman of the Young run between Nov. 17 and Dec. 3.
vaccinatic;m. nFiu moves so fast. In respirtory problems, heart trouble· Republicans, said, the entire The committee had projected ·an
program will be signed for the evaluation of between 400-500
1h~ months it c~n travel across' andforthoseover6S.,
Bivalent
is
~iffereht
from
benefit.of
the deaf by Linda Plein faculty members but cannot
c;o;antry; We must . anticipate a~
monovalent
because
it
carries
and
Charleen
Brewer of the New evaluate any professor that has nor
·epidemil: at all times because once 1t
vaccine
ag'airt!it
the
Victoria
A
as
···.Mexico
·Registry
of Interpreters for responded to the committee;s
shirts there· is no time to find a
'well
as·
the
Swine
bacteria.
.
·
the
Deaf.
~·:c·""'·'~-~v;l~<iinei There is no way to treat flo
request to be evaluated .

Student ·Health Center
-Won't Give Flu. Shots

Do le . Spea ks ·
Tonight in
Albuquerque

The major television networks
and a recording company want
them, but Chief Appelate Court
Judge David Bazelon said the court
would have to establish guidelines
under which "neither the court nor
any agent it appoints (for
distributing the tapes) should profit
from the public's exercize of its
common law right."
Former President Richard Nixon
opposed making the tapes public on
the ground mass distribution would
invade his personal privacy and
d'estroy the confidentiality of
presidential decision making and
U.S. District Judge John J. Sirica,
the trial judge, had barred such
distribution until the defendants
exhausted all their appeals.
But Bazelon, writing for the
Court of Appeals majority, said the
public's right to inspect judicial
records outweighed both "possible
prejudice'' to the defendants'
appeal and Nixon's invasion-ofprivacy protests.
Bazelon said the public has a
right to inspect and copy judicial
records under both the common
law and rulings in the District of
Columbia since 1894.
While Bazelon's decision means
there is no need to await a Supreme
Court decision on the coverup
convictions, guidelines for copying
and distributing the tapes must be
worked out by the district court.
"The conversations ·at issue
relate .to the conduct of the
presidency, and thus they are both
impressed with the 'public trust,'
and of prime national interest,"
Bazelon said.

~---------·..-

Trivia
Question
Obviously Mitchell Hall was
named after someone named
Mitchell; but who was he and in
what year did the building
open?
·
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Investigating Bribes to Congressmen

US Subpoenas Korean.Records

tl
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WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
government has subpoenaed
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effort to trace the flow of cash in
the alleged bribery efforts. ·
the South Korean embassy's
Funseth said he Joubted that an
banking records in an effort to· embassy could use the shie)d of
determine whether South Korean diplomatic immunity to evade a
agents tried to bribe congressmen, a subpoena. of banking records. • ·
State Department spokesman said
"The
State
Department
Tuesday.
obviously expects 'other nations to
Spokesman Robert Funscth said obey our laws," he said.
.
the State Department is cooperating
The pril\ciple of diplomatic
with the Justice Department in a immunity generally protects foreign
federal investigation of alleged diplomats from the reach. ?f
Korean Central Intelligence Agency domestic law, but the Post srud
attempts to influence U.S. policy by federal lawyers believe a Supreme
plying lawmakers with gifts and Court ruling of last April means
cash.
such immunity would not cover
hi response to questions, Funseth bank records.
confirmed a Washington Post
The court held th.at such.
report that the Justice Department documents are the property of the
had subpoenaed the embassy's bank, not the ~ustomer.
Washington bank records-an
The Post satd th~ subpoenas were
unprecedented legal move-in an sent to the Rtggs Bank of
.... ".

=:::.:..-:.::.:.::.=.::.:.::.....::.::...___________________
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Total Experience.

Here f9r Hair.
His or Here
$12 Haircut & Style
Now Only $8
Student ID
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Washington, D.C. which handles
the embassy account, and that
federal lawyers were negotiating the
issue with bank officers and South
Korean officials.
The Post and the Washington
Star have reported that a federal
grand jury is investigating charges
that South Korea's president Park
Chung-Hee personally directed a
multimillion dollar effort to buy
influence among congressmen
during the 1970s.
Quoting "informed sources" and
"sources
close
to
the
investigation," they said ,the local
director of th'e Korean effort was
alleged to be Tongsun Park, a
wealthy South Korean businessman
who is one of the premier hosts on
the Washington party circuit.
The Star reported Tuesday that
Tongsun l'ark had surrendered his
own financial records to federal
investigators, but had denied the
gifts and favors he provided
congressmen were intended as
bribes.
In Seoul, the South Korean
capitol, a spokesman for President
Park called the bribery allegations
"totally unfounded" and said·
Tolfgsun Park "has never been
employed by the South Korean
government and has nothing to do
either with President Park qr the
government."
The news reports have quoted
investigators as saying as many as
20 current and former members of
Congress may have taken gifts from
Park,
reportedly
including
Louisiana Gov. Edwin Edwards, a
former Congressman.
Edwards disclosed Monday that
his wife, Elaine, received a $10,000
casn gift from Tongsun Park in
1971, but said he learned of the gift
only three years later. He denied
any impropriety had been involv~:·
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Interested in Middle-Class Workers
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U. La\N· Student Seeks State Senate Seat

8•1 Unit'ed Press International

By Robert R. Lee
John Russo is one of three UNM
law· students who are seeking
election to the state legislature this
year.
Russo, a Democrat, is running
against in cum bent Republican Brad
·cates for the House District 27
seat. District 27 runs roughly from
Louisiana Boulevard east to Juan
Tabo, and from Candelaria north
to the city limits.
This is the first time Russo, 27,
has sought an elective office. He
said he decided to run "because I'd

Arabs Approve Police Force
CAIRO, Egypt-Arab heads of state,.with the excep~ion of Iraq,
Tuesday approved a plan for a 30,000-~a? force to pohce the latest
cease-fire in the 18-month-old Lebanese ClVII war. . .
In a communique issued at the end of their two-day meeting, the
Arab leaders said the expanded peace-keeping force, financed by
vo!'untary contributions, should arrive in Lebanon by Nov. 3.
.
They also appealed to all nations to stop doing any business with.
Israel that would tend to consolidate the Jewish state's occupation of

AHEW Appeals Abortion Ruling

WASHINGTON-HEW is seeking to appeal a federal judge's
ruling that Medicaid patients are entitled to abortions at taxpayer expense notwithstanding a congressional ban on such outlays, a government spokesman said Tuesday ..
The spokesman said the justice department has been asked to bring
the appeal, and has the request under consideration. In the' interim, he
said, the judge's order will be obeyed.
U.S. District Court Judge John Dooling in Brooklyn last,week ordered the Department of Health, Education and Welfare to disregard
the legislative ban and continue federal reimbursements to states for
Medicaid abortions.

Required Exam Shorter
For Oraduating Seniors.
Modifications in UNM's exit testing program will mean a shorter exam
for students:
Undergraduates nearing the end of their studies will take 'the standardized Undergraduate Program Test Battery (UPTB) on Nov. 6, but under recently announced revisions they will take only the general aptitude
test.and not the area tests offered last year.
UNM resumed exit testing last spring to allow graduating students to
compare themselves with others at UNM and across the country. Exit test
results also can be compared with 'scores on entrance examinations to
assess UNM's teaching programs.
The UPTB's aptitude test includes both verbal and quantitative sections
that indicate a student's readiness for graduate study. The nowabahdoned area tests in social science, humanities and natural science in·
gicate familiarity with liberal arts subjects.
The area tests may be modified or discontinued by the National
Educational Testing Service, UNM officials siad, which would reduce
their value for long-term comparative purposes. Those tests will be
replaced beginning next summer with advanced tests from the standardized Graduate Record Examination offered nationwide. The advanced tests measure achievement in college major fields. Also added next
summer will be field tests in more specific areas of study.

Syria May Aid Palestinians
BEIRUT, Lebanon-Palestinians welcomed reports Tuesday that
Syria, the guerrillas' bitter foe for months, may switch sides and help
the Palestinians move against an emerging Christian-Israeli alliance
in southern Lebanon.
The Christian rightists have been the chief allies of the 20,000
Syrian troops that moved into Lebanon during the past four months,
but J;>amascus apparently has become disturbed by reports of Israel's
military assistance to rightist troops near its border.

USSR, US Discuss Spaceflight
WASHINGTON-Soviet and American space officials are looking
at a broad range of possibilities for a second joint manned spaceflight
in the early 1980s, including biological investigations lasting the better
part of a year.
Dr. Alan Lovelace, deputy administrator of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, said Tuesday any such
mission would involve use of Americ.a's new space shuttle rocket
plane and the Soviet Union's Salyut Space Station and its Soyuz Supply Ship.
A team of NASA specialists led by Lovelace met last week with a
delegation of Russians led by Dr. Boris Petrov, head of the Soviet
Civilian Space Program, to discuss ·a follow-up to the 1975 ApolloSoyuz rendezvous in orbit.

.I

Dr. Mari-Luci Jaramillo wlll be speaking Wed.,
Oct. 27 at 7:30p.m. at the Law School.

i '

I

Dr. Nicholas Short will speak Wed,, Ott. 27 at 8
p.m. in Northroll Hall 1 122, on "Mission to &.nh:
LANDSAT views the World,''

Peace Corps and VISTA representatives will be on
campus Wed •• Oct, 27 thn.l f'ri., Oct. 29- in 1hc:
placement office. Seniors. grads s:h~uld sign up ror an
interview in the Career Servl~ Office, t.coond floor

UNM Mountain Club to meet Wed., Oct. 27 at
7:30 p.m. in the third floor reading room of Ortega

Hall. Special program will present how to krcp warm
in tlle mountains during winter,
NeW Student •Registers have arrived and (an ~

picked up in the Ah1mnl Office, 200 SUB, Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to S p.m.
Application$ are being aeceptrd for membership Into Phi Sigma Tau until Oel. 29.

Me!a Vi~taHaJI.

ELLIOT'S NEST
Presl!nts

The
· Wet T -shirt
Contest

•

Starring Thurs. Oci. 2S
And Continuing For The
Next 6 T'hursdays.

2 Winners Every Week
Will Win 2 Free Dinners
At The Tram & Will Be
.Eligible For The ·'
'
Grand Prize:

•• y

'•

Elliot\ Wtll Provrdc 'file 1·-~tum.
Call l·ir~t Or Jw,r lk !'here' llltlr\.

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 81
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Anthropology Club meeting wi!l prc~ent Or. louise
Lamphere on "'Women: Subordinate or equal1"
Thurs., Oct. 28 at 7:30 p.m. in Rm. 122 Mitchell
Hatl.

The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published
Monday through Friday every regular week of
the University yea!' and weekly during the sum·
mer session by the Boatd of Student Publications

prospccti~e

ucademicycar.

The opillions expressed on the cditotial pages

'

-~.

__

law student~ Thurs., Oct.

iS from I to 4

p.m. at Chicano Studies.
UNM Colloquiutn speaker Or. NtchoJa~ Sl1ort will
be .~peaking Thurs., Oct. 28 at 11:30 a.tn. on .. Some

Principle' of Rcmate Sen~ing from Satellites and Air
crart'' in Northrop Halt, Rn1. 122.
Wagon Wheel Square Oartce Club i~ dfint:ing in the
Cellar or Hokona C~,<eryThur~day evening at 7p.m,

Urtlvt!rSity ofNc\v ~1c~tco.

. N.M. Un:on--11,.,:;;d will lfl(:-..' -"!'lltn" ,- t1!:t lR ~
n.m iH Rrti 2~0, SUll. All !itudents With idea
orsu~gcStions about the SUB arclnvitcd IOat!cnd •

. L-------------~
•

lov.·a law School Will haven recruiter inter\' Iewing

of The Daily Lobo nrc those of the author 50icly.

Unsl~ncd opinion istlmt oft he editorial board of
71u! Daily Lo{m. Nothing printed in Tire Doily
Lobo ru:ees~a_rily reptc~cnt~ --:be \'iCM rtf tl'.~
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Also we're giving away:
• Season Ski Passes to
Purgatory and
Sandia Peak

.• .•.

• 2 Sandia Peak Alpine
6 week ski lessons
with lift tickets
Hart Skis
• Look-Nevada Bindings
• Scott Poles
, • Garmont Boots

••

• • Grandoe Gloves
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• Smith Goggles

~ • Ski Apparel
• plus much more
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Coronado Center
Lower Mall

883-8128
''Dedicatad
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Box 20, University P .0., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone: (505)277-4102,
277-4202.

nnanciatly ASSdciatcd with UNM. Second class
postage paid nt Albuquerque, New Mcxko
81131. StJbr.criprion rnte is $11).00 for the

Asked if he would support
increased state funding for UNM,
Russo said he would do so "if the
money were specifically earmarked
for raising faculty salaries," Russo
said the UNM faculty is paid "an
unfair wage," and that the
University "loses a Jot of its best
teachers because the University will
not pay competitive salaries. This
damages the institution; you can't
have a first-rate university without
a first-rate, distinguished faculty."
Russo also said money from
parking fines incurred on campus
"should go to a scholarship fund
for needy students. It (UNM) is
state property, not city property."

0

Ski vacation for two at Purgatory. You'll arrive via
Coronado Flying Service and stay in Taman'~ Lodge.

•

No. 48

Russo said he "supports the
existence" of the commission. He
said there is "a real threat"
from organized crime in New
Mexico because so much heroin is
coming into the U.S. from Mexico
since the break-up of the French
Connection.
In this context, Russo said,
"There is something to be said for
legal distribution of heroin to
addicts at medical clinics." Russo
said such distribution of heroin
would "take the big money out of
it" for organized crime.
Russo said further that there
should be less emphasis placed on
"victim-less crimes," and a greater
emphasis placed on "citizen
participation" in the fight against
crime. Russo said the government
should offer people "an economic
benefit for reporting crimes they
witness.''
Russo also said
Albuquerque "can use more police
officers. There is no greater

[

During October we invite you to get·acquainted with the
finest Ski Company in the Rocky Mountain Empire and
register for the biggest giveaway this side of the rockies.

I

of the University of New Mexico, and fs not

.,,,

these workshops will be given to
UNM students, faculty and staff.
Continuing through December
are on-going counseling groups for
women in transition. The groups
are designed to assist those who are
considering divorce or who recently
ended long-term relationships. The
groups meet Tuesday evenings or
Friday mornings. Interested women
shoulcl call the Women's Center
before enrolling.
Another on-going counseling
group focuses on -personal
development and meets on Monday
evenings. Registrants should call
the Women's Center.
Three additional programs have
been scheduled for UNM women
only:
-An assertiveness training
seminar Nov. 12 and 13;.
-An assertiveness training
contract group meeting· on
Wednesday afternoons for six
weeks beginning Nov. 3 and
-Consciousness-raising groups
to be scheduled as needed.

job.'~

deterrent to crime than a police car
on patrol."

Grand Opening

..

1 Week's Paid
Vacation In Hawaii!

'

Schedules have been announced
for counseling groups and skills
workshops in November and
December at the UNM Women's
Center.
The center, at 1824 Las Lomas
NE, is now open from 8 a.m. to 7
p.m. Monday through Thursday
and from 8 a.m. to S p.m. Friday.
Its library has newspapers,
pamphlets and books available to
the public.
Afnong the programs scheduled
for the next two month5 are sixweek career exploration workshops
meeting on Thursday afternoons or
Thursday evenings beginning Nov.
4. Topics will include values
clarification, job-hunting skills and
occupation alternatives.
Practical skills of job-hunting
will be covered in depth in tWO·hour
workshops on Nov. IS and 23 and
Dec. 6, each from 3 to 5 p.m.
A six-week workshop on Tuesday
afternoons for returning women
students will begin meeting Nov. 2.
Preference for enrollment in

"the governor's Organized Crime
Commission was not doing its

Hello- New Mexico Skiers
We're Having A

Workshops Offered
By Women's Center

datAld Ofnce, Mesa Vista Hall.

Tite nlm, ••n.e Distinction of Past and Future, ..

medicine, and substituting an
increased severance tax on natural
resources. He said the sales taxes on
necessities like food and medicine
are an "unfair burclen on people
with less ability to pay those taxes."
Russo also said the extra revenue
. the state would receive from an
increase in the severance tax would
be an adequate substitute for the
taxes on food and medicine. He
emphasized that the severance tax
should not be increased to the point
where it discourages production of
natural resources.
The third-year law student also
advocates "tax incentives designed
to attract employers," but without
providing "tax windfalls" for
incoming industry.
Russo said he would support the
building of a nuclear power plant in
New Mexico "if the plant was safe
and presented no environmental
hazards:"
Asked if he would support a full
legislative
investigation
of
organized crime in New Mexico,
Russo said he would do so only if

. Rodney W. Young of UNM's Testing Division has reported that UNM ·
students who took the UPTB last spring scored above national norms,
The 638 students had average scores of 450.1 on the verbal aptitude test,
for example, ranking in the 62nd percentile, compared to average national
scores of 416, the 51st percentile.

Applications for academic scholarship for ~pring
1977 are due Mpn., Nov. J, Contact Student Finan·

wil1 be shown Wed,, Oct. 27 at7:30 p,m.ln Rm. 103,
Physics Lab and Ltcture Bldg,

like to see the constituents of my
district
receive
effective
representation. I'm interested
primarily in the consumers, and the
average, middle-class working
people."
Russo said his opponent "has
represented big business more than
I would." Russo characterized the
major oil and gas producers, the.
telephone company and the public
utilities as "groups we n'eed to
watch very carefully."
Russo advocates eliminating the
state sales tax on food and
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Vote Yes for Bonds·

l

There will be a State Educational Institution Improvement Bond
Act on next Tuesday's ballot which will provide $25 million for New
Mexico's university and colleges for building and equipment needs.
With the money UNM will receive from this bond issue it will
build new facilities for the Dental Hygiene program which is housed
in seriously outdated World War II temporary barracks.
Of the $25 million in the Bond Act, $17 million will be divided
among the state's colleges and universities for building alterations, _
repair, upkeep, and additions.
·
The remaining $8 million will be divided among the state's
colleges and universities for equipment.
The need of the University of New Mexico for the bond money is
great in both areas.
We urge voters to ·vote yes· on this sorely needed State
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Letters 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Educational Institution Improvement Bond Act·
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/How Fair Is This Public Interest?'

The election of six new members for the NM Public Interest
Research Group takes place today, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Law
School, the SUB and the geology b\Jilding.
.
Lf you have a $2 interest in this group we believe you will want to
have a hand in choosing who gets to spend the money.

Editor:
The New Mexic'o Public Interest
Research Group {NMPIRG) is
holding an election today to fill six
vacant board positions. But th'ere is
some question as to whether the

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 nr Letters 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

/Play Trick or Treat Every Wednesday'.
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. Editor:
Trick or treat! Hallowe;en is
just around the corner, and it
appears a few Senators and
other participants are getting into the spirit early.
Trickery at the Oct. 20 Senate
meeting was obvious. Around
10 . p.m.
Resolution
4,
Decriminalization of Marijuana,
was brought before the Senate
for the second time (after it had
failed at the Oct. 6 meeting).
When this happened three
opposing Senators (who ap-·

DOONESBURY

parently were not prepared for
debate) promptly IE'lft. Another
Senator questioned quorum
three times, and" NORML's
press secretary,· ;~ddressing the
Resolution, had obviously not
even read it. But in spite of this
the Resolution did not "fail to
pass"- it was not even voted
on.
Perhaps if the opposing
Senators could get some
evidence,
and
NORML's
representative would read the
bill-then we could act on the

by Garry Trudeau

''

'

issues. Communication on all
confused.
The
sides
is
Resolution will state that we
(ASUNM)
endorse
the
decriminalization of marijuana
(not the legalization) and support New Mexico NORML only
in its quest of decriminalization
of marijuana.

election could be considered
11
0pen."
Candidates seeking office have
been forced to abide by a campaign
rule that prohibits the spending of
any money on one's campaign. The
result is that a candidc:te cannot
legally publish material letting the
public at large know of the elections or presenting any viewpoints
on what the candidate feels NMPIRG should be doing.
The only avenue open therefore
to candidates is that of public
speaking either openly in the mall
or through classes. Such an idea is
not very practical when one considers that the campaign period
lasts only one week to begin with.
There is also an impractical factor
allowed in if one considers the fact
that not all professors are willing to
turn their classes into stumping
forums for campus campaigns.
Also, if one candidate is able to
grab a freshman biology class of

Field Hockey Survival:
· At What Cost to Sports?

Editor:
I am a member of the UNM ·
field hockey team and feel a
great misunderstanding has
developed in our struggle to
save our team. We feel we are
doing all we possibly' can to help
our team survive yet we want
this at no other team's expense.
Our record has been compared
to those of other sports and
Ann E. Dunphy many. people have gone by
ASUNM Senator these records alone. All _minor

\

This kind of Parliamentary
. procedural trickery has gone on
long enough. "It was a trick all
right," said one of the Senators
who left early. I wonder if we
are elected to represent the
students, or to play trick or treat
on Wednesday nights-from
September to April.
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Letters to the editor ...
Letters to the editor should be no longer th&n 250 words,
typewritten and douhle spaced.
Sender's name, address and phone number must be included
with the letter or it will not be considered for publication.
Names will be withheld only by agreement with the editor, in
person.
If a letter is from a group, please include a name, phone number and address of a group member.
·
Both letters to the editor and opinions are subject to editing
for length and for possibly libelous content. Letters may be
mailed to the"LOBO, P.O. Box 20, UNM, 87131 or delivered to
the l;..OBO newsroom, room 138, Marron Hall.
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edltariels

Board
represent

a

majoritY opklfol'l of. the' oalty lobo
Stiff,. A"-.other cOfu(ntls, cartoons

and rehefs fepresent the· opinion
,Qf the authOr and do 1'101-nec:essariiy
mtec:f the v~s of fl1e"siaff.

Editor·in~Chicl

Mana~ing.Editor

Teresa Coin

Susan W.alton
Photo Editor
Wendell .T. Hunt

Arts & Media
Ken Walston

News Editor
J?SE\ph Donnelly

Sports Editor
Tim Gallagher

-

say 1500 and another candidate
speaks to an education class of 70,
isn't that discriminating? And ~et
even though NMPIRG only allows
public speaking as a means of cam--.
paigning, NMPIRG hasn't felt it
necessary to set up a forum for
SJleakers.
·The issue becomes even more
complex when after a candidate attended a board meeting to protest
the elections rule's, not only was the ·
candidate told that no money could
be spent but that if the candidate
were to write a letter to the LOBO
protesting the election rules it
would serve as a violation of the
wles causing immediate expulsion
from the elections.
How is it that NMPIRG, that lofty
institution designed to reaffirm the
American ideal of dissent is suppressing free speech and running a
closet election? Oh God, who will
save us from our saviors?
Jeremiah T. Foley

Asst. News Editor
David M. Flynn

spprts have equal importance,
therefore records should not
have the last word.
If we were trying to expel one
team in order to save ours, we
would be contradicting our
whole purpose. The petition
which we have written and
many of you have signed states
that we want both a field
hockey and a softball team.
In a university our size, there
are many different interests.
There should be a variety of
sports to fulfill the needs of
each individual. Whether six, 26
or 256 people are interested, it
should be available. One sport
should not have to be cut in order to bring in another.
The appreciation we feel
towards all who have and
hopefully will continue to support us is infinite. Our struggle
has just begun and your
backing is needed even more
now.
Remember, field hockey is
this year's victim, who will be
next year's?
Kathy Burken
Aavertising Manager
Harry Chapman
Copy Editor
Karen Moses

i

Editor:
In reference to the LOBO's article concerning the actions of the
AS!JNM Senate tow9rd the
Marijuana
Decriminalization
Resolution at last Wednesday's
meeting, I feel thijt I must submit
my own views and ·observations to
be fully understood.
Being one of the three senators·
who walked out of th_e meeting, I
feel that I am more q~alified to
state why we walked out than
those senators who say it was ali
act of "childlike behavior." These
senators contend that we acted
irrationally and irresponsibly. I con.cede that what we did was exactly
that. But what they refuse to .accept is the fact that the Senate, as
a whole, acted in the most
irrational and irresponsible manner
that anyone has witnessed this
semester. Evidence of this is as

J
follows:
1l Vocal outlashes by a certain
senator in the form of a shouting
match.
2) If you will remember, another
resolution was defeated concerning·
this matter. Sen. Shriver moved to.
introduce a substitute resolution.
But this substitute resolution was '
the E;XACT same one that had
been defeated, despite the fact that·
other senators wanted to see it ·
rewritten along with NOR ML personnel. When this motion was
made I tried to gain recognition
from the chair (Vice-President
Davidson) to request debate. The
chair. refused to recognize me,
knowing that I was opposed to it,
3) The senate was not taking the
matter seriously as could be seen
by several senators cracking jokes
and, in short, having a "merry old
time."

Student Senate Cre-dibility
, Gets Vote of /Questionable'
Editor:
ASUN M Senator Celia Knight's
recent confession that she could
not deal sanely or rationally with an
issue on the Senate floor seems to
sum up the situation that the
Senate is in.
The mature and responsible
behavior of the Senate has reduced
the credibility of their rhetoric to
that of children. It is heard, but cannot be taken seriously. It seems
that the Senate takes itself and its
actions so seriously that it is not
able to maKe a decision on a most
trivial matter.
As far as this NORML endorsement nonsense goes, it is a
waste of time, and, in the end,
makes the Senate look silly. To
imagine that their opinion would
have any impact on the real
legislative processes of this state is
absurd and pretentious. The
arguments of the senators are dull
and repetitive.
Whether or not the marijuana
laws are economically or morally
rational is not important, since the
legislators have not chosen to deal
with the issue. Any effort by the
ASUNM Senate to gain their favor

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

The
decriminalization
of
marijuana is a very emotionalossue.
I am personally opposed to it
because of deep personal convictions. I will not be a hypocrite. I
honestly feel that the resolution
would have failed last Wednesday
because the Senate resented the
way in which it was brought up.
But I did not want to see it defeated
by the way it was presented. Ar:.y
bill has to be looked at by its own
merits and this resolution was not.
Seeing that the Senate was dead
set to discuss it under this irrational
and irresponsible atmosphere, I felt
the only way to bring the senate to
its senses was to go along and act
irrationally, walk out, and have
someone call for quorum.
I am told by Sen. Shriver that a
·new resolution will be presented
next week. It will be about an eightpage resolution. I sincerely nope
that the atmosphere of the Senate
will be quite different next week
and that all interested students will
come to that meeting, Nov. 3 at 7
p.m. in rooms250A-D of the SUB.
Sen. Tad Howington
ASUNM Senate

will be ognored.
If the ASUNM senate still feels
an obligation to make their loos.ely
guarded opinions known in high
places, I suggest they compose individual declarations of endorsement or of refusal to endorse
NORML.
These declarations can then be
printed up as placemats and sentto
Santa Fe. I am sure that ifthis communicative medium. is used, their
opinions will at least have a chance
of being read before they are
thrown away by the legislators.
Who knows? The senators may get
the attention that they so rightly
desire.
Charles Carroll
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OPINION

By George Coston
~
In August of this year a workshop was conducted in Cloudcroft, N.M., ?:;.
to acquaint newly elected student senators with the various facets of 8
;>tudent government. During this workshop, those interested enough to at- 0
tend expressed the need to change the ASUNM Senate's image of being a ~
social club which was unresponsive to student needs. However, the'<
evening of Wednesday, Oct. 20, 1976, would have to indicate to many b
students that the Senate has apparently made little headway in changing g
this.
•
On this historic date mentioned above a few student senators (they
know who they are) managed to delay a mature discussion of my o
resolution supporting the worthwhile efforts of NMNORML and the ?f
decriminalization of marijuana. Because of their childish conduct, this ;::,
resolution cannot be acted upon until the next ASUNM Senate meeting .•-..~
Yet in the meantime there are stacks of facts which would make anyone ::0
who opposes the decriminalization of marijuana look like an idiot. The ~
following is a very brief Jist of some such facts which will hopefully prevent
any further delay because of the parochial beliefs of a few who are out of
touch with reality:
·
-A recent survey done in Oregon on the latest patterns of marijuana
usage show that not only has marijuana use not increased but has actually
decreased by one per cent in the two years since Oregon removed criminal
penalties for possession of small amounts of marijuana.
-The concept of decriminalization has been endorsed by the American
Bar Association, the National Council of Churches, the American Medical
Asr.nciation, the National Education Association, and others.
-The concept of decriminalization has been endorsed editorially by
Wiiliam F. Buckley, Jr., James J. Kilpatrick, Ann Landers, The

2

Washington Post, The Los Angeles Times, The Boston Globe, The
Chicago Sun- Times, and others.
-In New Mexico the economic costs are over $2 million a year for
arresting and prosecuting marijuana cases.
To sum it up, the reactionary attitudes of a few student senators has
made it appear as if the entire ASUNJIII Senate does not represent the
majority of the student body on this campus. I can only wonder what
would have happened if a resolution supporting legalized prostitution in
this state was introduced on the senate floor.
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Lower Drinking AgeHeads Lobbyists' List

D.ole Confuses Press in Yugoslavia Reply
ERIE, Pa. (UP!) - Robert Dole
said Tuesday he, like Jimmy
Carter •. would not send troops to
Yugoslavia to repel any Soviet
invasion. But he said America's
allies were "aghast" that Carter
had taken that position.
In· a confusing airpQrt news
. conference, the Republican vice.
presidential nominee was asked if
he would consider· sending_ U.S.
troops into Yugoslavia.
"No," he answered, "! think I
covered that in the speech and the

ASUNM President Damon Tobias said the Associated Students of New
o' Mexico (ASNM), a lobby group of student body presidents from state

.g, colleges has made 18-year-old drinking the

I

"first and foremost" goal of

;, their lobby effort this year.
:-;::; Tobias said ASNM would lobby for the 18-year-old drinking age in~ stead of 19-year-old age as in past efforts,
o
"It is our feeling that it should be obtained on the legal grounds of 18
·~ being the age of majority rather than the moralistic grounds of whether
"' those 'kids' should be allowed to drink.''
·
::E ASNM decided on the IS-year-old drinking age at a: Friday meeting in
~ Las Cruces after a day's session of the State Board of Educational FinanZ . ce .
..0 Tobias said other lobby efforts of ASNM for the upcoming year will in~ elude seeking of state support for child care centers on the campuses, He
&: said Gladys Hansen, a state senator from the Las Cruces area, ind!cated
an interest in sponsoring such an appropriation.
Tobias said, "All the student body. presidents are asking the 9hild care
centers on their campus to submit both open budgets, as theY presently do,
plus any major improvements that they'd like to see attained "
ASNM also discussed whether or not to make marijuana
decriminalization part of their lobby package,
Tobias said he and the president from the New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology were in favor of lobbying· for it but after
discussion "ASNM was probably better not to lobby for that."
Tobias reiterated that the two main objectives of ASNM for the year
will be "acting as a statewide lobby organization for students enrolled in
the state colleges and as a clearinghouse for information and activities
. concerning the universities,"
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By Susan Grimm
The recently formed Coalition.
for Abortion Choice is ready to
combat possible anti-abortion
pressure during tlie upcoming long
state legislative session in Santa Fe,
but says it hopes no such action will
be necessary,
Current state laws are in line with
the 1973 Supreme Court· decision
guaranteeing freedom of choice to
women in consultation with their
physicians to obtain an abortion.

Officials' Decision Denounced
By Tim Higgins

The Chicano Studies Policy Committee voted
unanimously last night to coridemn the UNM
administration's decision to appoint an interim
academic administrator for Chicano Studies.
The committee,' consisting ·of faculty, staff and
students in Chicano Studies who attend the committee
meetings, approved a resolution stating that an
appointment by the administration would "negate the
rights to self-determination of Chicano studies,''
Asst. Dean of Students Rudy Gallegos said he was
"checking into': the position of academic
administrator after being approached about it by Joel
Jones, assistant to the provost.
Gallegos was among those who voted to condemn
the proposed appointment. "I don't like the idea of
being appointed," Gallegos said.
The appointment would fill a positio,n left open
when, Tobias Duran, former· Chicano Studies

academic administrator, took a leave of absence which
will end July 1.
Jones said he thought the appointment was needed
to remedy what he called a confused situation in~
Chicano Studies,
"
"The University administration needs to recognize
one person. There's no way to deal with a department
collectively,'~ Jones said,
Duran and Antonio Mondragon, director of
Chicano Studies student services, said that Jones had
talked to them about 'the possible appointment of
Gallegos.
Duran said, "I thought the whole selection process
should !like other channels than just asking certain
people, I never· said at any time that any one person
was acceptable,"
Mondragon said he thought Gallegos would discuss
the appointment with the Chicano Studies Policy
Committee, and that "it's hard to find someone who's
both qualified and willing," for the job.

By D.M. Flynn
In the past UNM student,s have
elected for their Homecoming
Queen a ·man and a self-avowed
lesbian. But never before, has the
election resulted in a tie conferring
the honors of Homecoming Queen
upon two individuals. In 1976, a
year honoring two centuries of the
American republic, perhaps it is
only fitting that UNM be bestowed
with two lovely ladies sharing the'
glories of that position.
• Besides having the honor of
wearing a crown and being
embraced by the president of the

i

University there isn't much else this
year's Homecoming Queel}s Keiko
Akutagawa and Jo Burguete will
get.
Last year was the last time the
Homecoming Queen was given a
scholarship to tack onto the honor
of appearing before thousands of
Lobo fans at the Homecoming
game. This year the !WO queens,
along with the royal court, will be
making several appearances before
the Homecoming game against the
Aggies of New Mexico State.
· All 11 women will be attending
the Boosters Club function on

The members of the coalition see
no reason to change those laws. Dr.
Lewis H. Koplik, director of the
Abortion and Pregnancy Testing
Clinic, said, "We don't want to be
caught with our defenses down, as
many were in the Equal Rights
Amendment battle. Then everyone
said, it's been passed and we don't
have to worry. Look what
happened, We are· ready to go to
Santa Fe to keep abortion from
being legisiF!ted,
" .. ,.if
. need
.
.be.''
'

Tuesday, Friday will take the court
t.o the Alumni luncheon at noon,
The two Queens will be attending a
breakfast on Saturday sponsored
by the Mortar Board., .
When asked if the Homecoming
Queens will assist in the UNM
recruitment program or any other
public re)ations for the University,
Nancy Verardo of the Alumni
office said no. "A few years ago,"
she said, "there was a big to do
about using the queen (for such
promotions) but I can't say that
anything like that will be done this

The most recent threat to
freedom of choice for women came
in the form of the Hyde amendment
tacked onto the Labor-Health,
Education
and
Welfare
appropriations bills,
A U.s.· District Court ruling,
effective nation wide, Friday
blocked the amendment which
would have denied Medicaid
funding to women seeking
abortions.

year."

'

AND THE ASSOCIATJ!;D STUDENTS
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POPEJOY HALL
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Since the Supreme Couq decision
liberalizing abortion Jaws,consistent
opposition has come from various
groups usually . objecting on
religious grounds.

The Cultural Program Committee.

l

"This ruling keeps Secretary F.
David Mathews and HEW from
discriminating in the provision of
Medicaid payments against women
who choose abort_ion, and in favor
of women who carry a pregnancy to
term," Dr. Koplik said. ·
The coalition also intends to
insure that financial support Jor
abortion remains available to
women who are entitled to it, he
said,
'

U. Celebrates Homecoming
with 2 Queens
.

'

'

Coalition Formed T·o Fight
Anti-Abortion Stand in State

By Chicano Policy Committee
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Police ·and towing vehicle are shown here at the corner of C:er;tral and Yale
removing an inflicted auto. The vehicle was apparently thwarte_d.m _Jts attempts at
making a left turn on eastbound traffic on Central. There were no tn}Urte~:
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answer is no. But I wouldn't tell in Democrat Carter and his running- ·
advance what I had in mind."
mate, Sen. Walter Monda! e.
When reporters pointed out he
He concentrat~d on foreign
had not made such a statement in policy in several stops in Erie,
previous speeches, and asked if his ·including the Polish Falcon Club
"no"
did
not
constitute where he was given one .of his
telegraphing his intentions to the warmest receptions of his current
Soviets, Dole said, "I'm not going trip when he danced a trauitional
to say ·in advance what I would Polish folk dance with a costumed
do."
·
girl.
Dole, in a campaign swing
Dole never explained his airport
through Pennsylvania, Ohio and statements and reiterated time and
Indiana in cold, windy weather, again he and Ford would not say
continued a bitter attack on ahead of time what their reaction
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A survey taken by U.S. Rep,
Harold Runnels supports the
coalition's ·contention that 70 per
cent of New Mexicans support a
woman's right to choose abortion
guided by her own conscience and
the advice of her physician,

John ·Raitt
.,
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A foot Stomping, Rousins, Hit Musical
· Raucous, Pleasurable & Tuneful

October 28, 8:15..· .
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Home Ec meeting Thurs., Oct, 28 nt 7 p.m. in th~;
Rm. of the Home Ec Bldg. Arts unci craft~

Simp~on

demonstration .<.pcakcr to attend,

All Mudctus planning to lake their fir~t
mathematics cour.~e at UNM in the Spring ;·cmc>tcr
must come to Woodward !itdl 101 Wed,. Nov, 3 at
3:30 p.w. to luke the Mathcmntic:i

Plucemcm

Test

nnd·or r...-:civc appropriate ndvisclllcnt. This does not
apply for students planning on tn~ing courses ata300
level or higher.

Senate petitions arc due Mon., l.,"'_.v, I ht4 p.m. to
Rm. 242SUil,

•bic,ycling
•ski touring

CO-OP SAVINGS PROGRAM

t1ail hau1

265-9190 • since 196l

1425 SAN ffiATEO NE

Tonight
•

IT SOUNDS INCREDIBLE

BUT EVELYN WO(JO CRA/JUATE$ CAN READ THE COOFATHER IN 64 MINIJTE$

retenuon'
If there ever was a t1me to do somethrng about thiS.
1t snow
Don 1 goof away anolher day•
P.S If you lhmk lh1s 1s anolher ~dverlising con·1ob,
lake a free mlroduclory lesson and settle il once and
for all F1nd oul rf we ve pulled !he wool over 500.000
graduales eyes
or we really do have somethmg

Come to your free introductory /eggon/
You'll increage your reading 1peed
50 to 100% o~ the gpot/
Tonight, 6:00 or 8:00 JJ.m"
Room 253 UNM SUB
~
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•hiking
•backpo.cking

Th1s means mslead of spend1ng 800 hours a year
readmg -lhars what a college freshman does- an
Evelyn Wood graduate spends 170 hours Without
any drop m comprehensiOn' W1thout any drop rn

Shenandoah

lntematiC,nal

but one which will set in motion
great forces of change within
Soviet-dominated Europe. In the
long run, it is the only policy which
can bring freedom to the peoples of
Central and Eastern Europe
without a direct confrontation with
the Soviet Union.''

Qunlity equipment
fot

lmag1ne whal lhrs ab1hly can do lor studenls AI 1000
words per m1nu1e (!hats lhree l1mes fasler !han you
read; Evelyn Wood graduates can devour a lex!
book l1he Hofsladllers ·Amencan Pohllcal Tradrlron·
and wrap up each chapler 1n 11 mmules

the Hit Musical Comedy·
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AT THAT SPEED, THE 477 PAGES COME ACROSS WITH MORE IMPACT THAN THE MOVIE,
.
IN LIVING BLOOD, YOU MIGHT SAY·

All Broadway Cast, Chorus and Or.~hestra
It'S not for Jtist anyone. But lf.you dire abotolyoui '"''"'· ·1•c
thirlk you'll flnd it1S just for )'Ott. 'rhc $55
Jim Markham,for thc}op Hollywood Cc:lcl>rltlcS
cuts. And now it's ~Vallablc to you. Right hc:re. For a
lot
less (han $55. Along with the products' designed to enable yoUr
hafr to ~rforin Jtg natural best. Call for an -appointment now. ,:

would be to a Soviet invasion of
Yugoslavia.
Calling Carter naive and
inexperienced in foreign policy,
Dole told a street rally, "No
wonder our military and our state
department - no wonder our allies
- are aghast at the thought of Mr.
Carter becoming pres'ident. You
don't tip your hand in international
diplomacy where lives and freedom
are often the ~takes."
At the Polish club, he said Ford's
foreign policy in Eastern Europe
would be to improve standards of
living and to increase the growth of
trade and communication with the
West.
This, he said, "will give these
peoples the economic strength
which will enable them- gradually
but ultimately - to cut their ties
with the Soviet Union's economy.
"This is.a slow and patient policy

"'

."-~

Koplik cited figures illustrating a
rapid decline in the numbers of
deaths resulting from illegal
abortions in this country, especially
after the 1973 decision making
abortion a legal operation.
In the 1930s, before antibiotics
were available, the annual average
number of deaths from illegal
abortion in the. U.S. was 2,750.
Three hundred · women died each
· year between 1959 and 1961.
· In 1972, 39 died nationwide. In

PRESENT

•

1973, the year of the Supreme
Court .decision, that number was
reduced to 19. In 1975 the number
was four, and this year one death
has been reported as a result of
criminal abortion.
Members of the Coalition for
Abortion
Choice
include
representatives of the New Mexico
Women's Political Caucus, the
National Organization of Women,
the National Congress of Negro
Women, the New Mexico Civil
Liberties Union and members of
legal, counseling, ministerial and
medical professions. Admission is
open to all who seek continued
guarantee of women's right to seek
abortion.

Coalition member Rabbi Isaac
H. Celnick of Congregation B!Nai
Israel distinguishes between
different stages of life.
"A mother must protect her life
a:nd that ot''her family as she sees·
fit," he said. "Some groups would
sacrifice the life of the mother
before that of the fetus. Jews would
protect the mother first. Whatever
the philosophy, the right of choice
should be offered,"
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Homecoming Coronation Show
Review by George Gesner
It was a night for precedents and
presidents at the homecoming
talent show-coronation
last
Monday night in Keller Hall.
The precedents were set as the
Homecoming Committee presented
the first Homecoming talent show
and in the sleection of two
homecoming queens.
The two Homecoming queens,
two because of a close vote, are
Keiko Akutagawa and Jo Burguete.
The two princesses are Nancy
Hansen (2nd) and Kelly Geer (3rd).
The queens and princesses .were
crowned by University President
William Spud Davis, ASUNM
president Damon Tobias (a ham for
talent that night) and Alumni
Association president Bill BrannirC
The winner of the talent contest
and a 100 big ones (dollar bills) was
Marie Amaya as she displayed the
art of belly dancing. Amaya

brought 'oohs' from the crowd as
she balanced a sword on her head
while every other part of her body
was in motion. _
Second place and $50 went to the
talented Eric Boutilier who juggled
up a storm as he performed
extremely difficult routines with
three balls. The balls were flying all
over the place in controlled fashion
as Boutilier boogied to China

Grove.
The $25 third place prize went to

GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

P0TATO$ALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH!
FRIES, BEVERAGE
REG ••1.29 V ALOE
WITH THIS COUPO~)

SUB Theatre
Film Guide

!

2 PCS. GOLDEN. FRIED CHICKEN

.

into the crowd. Most of- the gum
ended up in. the orchestra pit
however. The girls finally picked up
the pieces with R nice country song.
Although he didn't win a prize,
Michael Jake Calmelat deserved
mention of his fine performance on
vocals and guitar. Calmelat opened
with a Michael Nesmith ballad
"Joanne" and followed that with
two original numbers. The young
man has an excellent vocal range as
he nowed along with a deep rich

I

SPECIAL COUPON
OFFER!

.

990

'REDEEM A1 1830 LOMAS, AT YALE
- EXPIRES NOV. 7, 1!:ti7"

USE O.UR CONVENIENT
· DRIVE UP WINDOW
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5931 CENTRAL NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO
HOURS:
11:00 AM TO 10:00 PM
SUN. THRU TI'IURS.
11:00AMTO 11:00PM
FRI. & SAT.

voice and while sailing skyward for
the beautiful high notes. He showed
a deep sensi_tivity in his music which
proved him as the musical act of the
night.
A group called Anything (Jeff
Hudson, Bert Norgorden, and
Aibino Dominguez) starteQ with
"Insecurity Route" which proved
the group to be insecure with the
opening act jitters. The group
solidified on the next number, an
original mellow piece with guitar,
flute and congas.
Every amateur talent show (Do
you remember Ted Mack?) has tap
dancing. Kathleen Kelly was on tap
to do some clickety-clack as she
danced a storm on stage.
The Master of Ceremonies Neil
Murray ofKOAT-TV, who has this
habit of making everybody happy,
introduced a monster act when he
introduced Pi Beta Phi (sorority)
and Alpha Tau Omega (fraternity)
considering they filled the 'stage
with the multitude.
The group opened with "If I Had
A Hammer" which varied from the
standard lyrics as they alternated
with a light comedy mooed. they
went into the Groove Tube takeoff
of "I'm Looking Over a Four-Leaf
Clover." They followed that with a
Hee-Haw routme and a "La
Bamba" spinoff.
They ended the comedy-song
performance with a three part
round that included an ecstatic
outburst in the mode of an ebullient
opera singer. Tobias, overall was
unnoticeable as he sang -with the
rest of the group.
Izzy Hatcher sang "If' by Bread
and "Midnight Blue" by Melissa
Manchester. Unfortunately the
young lady did not use her fine
voice to the fQll potential she is
capable of as her performance
.tended to be lackluster.
,
The prize for the worst act of the
night should have been given to the
United Students for Direct Action
as they should have paid the
audience for their atrocious
performance. The group did a
comedy-song routine shadowed by
a fine kazoo background byTobias
who immediately followe.d with the

i

appropriate role of a typical and
amoral congressman. Elizabeth Rae .
was played by a gorgeous blonde
dressed in black stroft which was
very sexy. After the exchange of
money the girl and Tobias ran
clumsily off the stage. The group
ended with a song about perfect
harmony and the real thing. It was
regrettable they couldn't get the
feeling of those lyrics.
The talent show ended with the
duo of Dennis Graham and Jim
Locklin who performed "Danny's
Song" and a Gordon Lightfoot
number.
Yolanda Tryon, chairperson of
the Homecoming Committee was
mainly responsible for the event.
Judges for the contest were
Dorothy Davidson, ASUNM vice·president; Karen Glaser, acting
vice-president for student and
campus affairs: Donald C. McRae,
associate dean of fine arts; Melvin
DeFieur, professor of sociol<lgy;
and Avondine Wills, drum major
of the UNM Marching Band.
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Well, the film committee has a varied program for you this week and
hopefully there will be a film for every persuasion and for anyone else who
feels like catching a flick this week.
For those of you who have been asking about rescheduling of La Jettee
the experimental film by Chris Marker, it will be shown early nex; ·
semester. Next week I will have a firm date on it and what film it will be
showing with, for those who want to see it.
Starting the week off on Wednesday night the SUB Theatre will show
the 1948 version of the Alexandre Dumas classic The Three Mw:keteers. In
this version the wicked Cardinal Richelieu is plotting to dispose of the
King ·of France and his beautiful wife, Queen Anne. But the Swashbucklers D' Artagnan, Athas, Porthos, and Aramis fight for the' honor of
king, country, romance and adventure. Lana Turner, Gene Kelly and VincentPrice play in this classic.
•
On Thursday night the SUB Theatre will show Max Liebman's Ten
from Your Show of Shows. This movie takes some of Sid Ceasar's classic
television comedy and puts it on the screen with no commercials. Other
comedy greats involved in this early fifties comedy are Imogene Coca,
Carl Reii]er and Howard Morris.
Friday night, for all you World
War II buffs, the SUB Theatre will
show Swastika. This film shows
Hitler as ·he's never been shown
before.

Swastika is one of the finest and
most controversial documentaries
on Hitler, Eva Braun and Nazi Germany. Included in this film are the
private color home movies by
Hitler and Braun, never intended
for public viewing. These films
show a Hitler different from the
one history books show.
Rounding out the week's program, the SUB Theatre will show John
(Woman Un,der /he Influence) Cassavetes' newest film The Killing of a
Chinese Bookie. Ben Gazzara stars as Cosmo Vitelli, a man who like many
has constructed his life around his work. He manages a strip joint where
he runs pageants. He doesn't own his club but instead survives by monthly
visits to a loan shark. On the night he finishes paying it off he falls for an
invitation to gamble, he loses a great amount of money and criminals
begin hanging out in his part of town. They pressure him into killing
someone in. order to erase his debt. This is the story of his dealing with this
underworld.
As always, films in the SUB Theatre are only a dollar, and the films are
shown at 7 p.m. and 9:15p.m.
Happy film viewing.

ON CAMPUS"
Nov. 17 & 18
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artistry which went into their
creation. Steven Dono definitely
deserves recognition for the set he
put together.
The masks, designed and Imide
by Ralph Lee, were amazing.
Fortune's was like a schizophrenic
santo, beautiful on one side, :1arsh,
cracked and wrathful on the other,
And the goblin masks for the ribald
boys who try to disrupt the wedding
night of Fauvel and his bride
Vainglory were such perfect
representations of childhood
fairytale elf fantasies.
The music was excellent. There
was one musician in the troupe,
David Ha'rt, who simply amazed
me. I have never before seen
someone who could play a recorder
so well, one-handed, while beating
out· the rfiythym on a percussion
instrument with the other. Twice he
performed this amazing feat of
manual dexterity. Above and
beyond ~is ability to perform
extrac:rdi~ary
feats
of
coordinatiOn, he ~~s also a
re~arkably good musiCian, I really
enjoyed the lute part he played t.o a
drone
and
percusSIOn
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accompaniment
during
the
attempted courtship of Fauvcl and
Fortune. It was music from
centuries ago when the meanderings
of the lute, in a sense one of the
forerunners of classical guitar,
seem so close to their hypnotic
Arabic counterparts,
Unfortunately, although I really
enjoyed the music and the decor, I
found the play itself somewhat
boring. I think I might have even
enjoyed the music more without it.
Superficially, one might blame
my boredom on the content itself.
After all, how fascinating can the
struggles of a jackass, Fortune and
Vainglory be, even if the Blessed
Mother herself drops in from the
skies to comment on things?
Occasionally it was interesting. I
was caught up in the action when
Virginity, one of the competitors at
Favel's tournament, challenged
Carnality: "Ride, you foul bitch of
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ill repute!" As everyone else I was "'
hoping that Carnality would give
her headstrong arrogant competitor
a fight for the money. But such
moments of excitement were shortlived and far between.
But I don't think the genre, the
morality play, should be blamed for
its failure to come across. I have on
several o~casions been fortunate
enough to see theatre groups take
archetypal situations, like those in a
morality play, and fill them with
life for their audience.
Roman
de
Fauve/
was
interesting. It came so close to
being alive without succeeding.
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Theater
Review

Who.t fo.mous
rock singer
threw o. beer
bottle in
· Popejoy Ho.ll?

PEACE CORPS
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morality Play ffiisses
Review by Bill Barrett
The set and the costuming were
Sunday night a strange troupe exquisite. There were parts of the
marched down the aisle of Popejoy set, like the two-mirror cloth-like
Hall. A man with a donkey's head
mandalas and the wheels of
~ingers and players of· strang~ Fortune (Fortune had a key role in
mstruments serenading their way to the play), which were works of art
the stage, preparing the audience , in and of themselves. The gremlins
for their revival of a medieval on the backdrop deserve mention
morality play.
also, if for nothing else than the
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By Miguel Gandert

\
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a enjoyable ·singing group, the
Kappa Pickers, The girls from
Kappa, Kappa Gamma obviously
practiced a lot for their routine
which proved to be a country
version ofthe Hillside singers. The
girls' strength were in their voices
and not their instruments which
included a couple of guitars, a
washbasin apparatus, female !rands
and a Budweiser beer can. The girls
did a chewing gum song where they
attempted to throw chewing gum
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Don't Run the Other Way Against UNM

til

B

By Tim Gallagher
love to hit them."
bully me around a little, but they've
There's an old saying in football:
Proof that backs enjoy little all been really great and helpful."'
• "When in doubt, run the other success against thr right side: after
Some might find it hard to ·bully
2 way." Against the UNM Lobo's six
games, Rumbaugh 23 unassisted the 223-pound Rumbaugh. The
defensive line, that strategy often tackles, 18 assisted; Herron, two
sophomore from Eldorado is
:>. backfires.
sackes, two fumble recoveries and carrying a 3.67 grade point average
'8 You see, there's a guy on the an interception.
in electrical engineering and said he
Ci right side named Robin Cole. Last
The publicity surrounding Cole hopes to make a career in
8 year, it was rumored that several has made him the most famous engineering,
opposing running backs came thing to come out of New Mexico
"I wouldn't want to commit
::E Cole's way and were never heard since the Atom Bomb, but that myself
to a pro career right now,"
<;: from again.
breeds no animosity between he and said Rumbaugh sporting a
So you can't really blame this his linemates.
Jeremiah Johnson-style beard. "I'd
• year's opponents for trying the
"It's about time someone from like to put on a little weight and see
~ left side of the line composed of New Mexico got a lot of publicity," how things go,"
~0 tackle Robert Rumbaugh and end said Herron. "All those guys from
The wilderness is Rumbaugh's
Bruce Herron. Except that doesn't the Pac-8 get all the press when
preferred
environment. He enjoys
work too well either.
.
guys like Robin deserve it."
hunting
and
fishing, but says
"I think they do try to test us and
Rumbaugh said, "I 'learned a football and studying take up most
I welcome that," said Herron. "If lot from Robin and the other
of his time.
they want to run to my side that's seniors on the club. When I first
Rumbaugh played a lot of
fine. I hope they do it some more. I came here, I thought they'd try to
offensive line at Eldorado and only
came to the defensive side in his·
-~:!: B : ~~r.t;t:~-!:4, !$ "4! ::»o:o.::~;;~~ ~ ••• ::! ; ~m~W.:!=$! $;;.;~of: f~H! QQ4>
senior year. "I find defense a lot
easier now.· I enjoy hitting instead
of being hit."
Quality Bean Bag Furniture
Herron's road to the defensive
end
was via another end positionCouches
offensive.
"I played halfback,,,
Lounges
quarterback,
and wide receiver in
Love Seats
high school. Then I was recruited to
Discs Chairs
New Mexico as a defensive back,"
Refills
he said.
Naugahyde & Fabrics
As a senior in Victoria, Tex.,
1 year Guarantee
Phoro by Wendell r. Hunt
Herron decided on UNM through a ·
10% off with this ad
journalist.
A
UNM
journalism"Hey, Marvin, you're crazy if you think I'm going to run
7401 Menaul Blvd. NE 299-1295
.=·H:::: (:::::: ~$~$~·;:,~u =~~= ~B ~ !e~~~::cc: ccc :::::::: .. ::a::::::~~~~ school graduate working in Victoria near those guys." Robert Rumbaugh (kneeling) and Bruce
was impressed by Herron and called Herron.
the coaches in New Mexico who
talked the 214-pound Herron into
As for the pro circuit, Herron
. Daily Lobo
coming
to
the Land
of
says, "I've got real high hopes.
Enchantment.
Some pro scouts have been talking
Herron has already been selected
to me already." He thinks he'd be
as WAC defensive-player-of-thebetter off in the pros at a linebacker
week for his performance against
position because of his size. "But
San Jose State. In that game,
II !. ! .
• ' t
they'd better not underestimate me.
• !
.
Herron sparked a Lobo comeback
I go against offensive tackles that
by blocking a punt and then forcing
weigh 260 and I take it to them."
a fumble on the next Spartan s.:ries.
Herron says his biggest job on
"We're a big play defense and in the team is "to give the freshmen an
Herron's other enjoyments
that game we hadn't been playing example to look up to. When the include motorcycle riding. So far
like ourselves," said Herr<?n. "I younger players start to get down, he's restricted his "Easy Rider"
said to myself, I've just got to make it's up to myself, Robin, Dave. habits to street riding but, "Robin
things happen and I was fortunate Thompson aud the other seniors on and I plan to do a little dirt bike
enough to make them go."
defense to get things going again." · riding after the season ends."
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Fling Yer Frisbees; Be Am·ong 80,000
'
By Jan Boomhower
What does the Seldom Seen
Space of Sewall have to do with
Puddle Healy's Hillock and how
does the Minute Mound of
Malafronte relate to Toejam's.
Recess?
It's all part of a sport that has
had a resurgence in the past few
years-frisbee. The names are parts
of the plastic flying disc that sports
an organization of 80,000 devotees,
said Pat Dexter. Dexter and hi>
brother John are the founders of
the Duke City Flyers, the first and
only Frisbee club in Albuquerque.
''The history of the flying disc as
we know it began in 1946," Dexter ·
said. Ivy Leaguers discovered the
aerodynamic qualities of pie and

-

cookie tins manufactured by the the top of the disc. "He worked the
now-defunct Frisbie Pie Company beach fair circuit and sold discs by
of New Haven, Conn.
making people believe he could
"The frisbee may have stayed in draw them along an invisible
metallic form," he said, "had. it not string," Dexter said. In 1951
been for inventor Walter Morrison. Morrison sold. his patent to WhamIn 1946, Morrison made the first 0. a new West-coast firm. It
plastic disc out of brittle plastic and became Wham-O's first pater; I and
called it his "accurate vane model" was designed as its idea of a UFO.
for the flight rings (vane) circling The disc was called the Pluto

Platter.
In the middle and late fifties the
Frisbee started on its rise to
popularity. The first tournaments
were held, but the Frisbee seemed
just another passing fad because it
was being over-shadowed by the
hoola hoop,

Dexter said the Frisbee came into
its own right in the early sixties, due
to Ed Headrick, general manager
and vice-president of Wham-0.
Headrick envisioned the Frisbee as
The Duke City Flyers Frisbee Club is sponsoring the second annual a sport' rather than a toy and
Frisbee tournament this Saturday and Sunday at 10 a.m. on Johnson Field introduced the professional model.
atUNM.

(

Frisbee Tournament

l

"It had been a method of
Events will include throws for accuracy, maximum time aloft, throw,
run and catch and the preliminary folf competition. Team events are on suspension for battle-field flares,"
tap Sunday beginning with freestyle, guts, and Ultimate,
he said, "but the heat from the
There is no deadline to enter.
flare caused the Frisbee to fly up
instead of drift."

In the seventies, the Frisbee has

'
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Trivia
Former Lobo quarterback
Steve Myer established many
passing records during his UNM
career. How many consecutive
years did Myer win All-WAC
honors?
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(Continut."d from pa~>e fO)

th e 1oss ra 'th er th an ns
' k'mg an
recruiting so far, let's use those ·interception.
same figures again- this time we'll'
talk ~bout experience.
o

By Russ Parsons ·

Everybody loves a winner, but
when you lose, you lose alone.
-Smokey Robinson
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A very wise man once said that
opinions are like assholes,
everybody's got one. Nowhere is
this truer than in sports. And now
that New Mexico has been
eliminated from the Western
Athletic Conference title chase,
opinions are crawling out of the
woodwork about "What is wrong
with the Lobos."
The moderates just want to see
coach Bill Mondt fired. The
extremists are. suggesting either that
UNM join another conference (the
Missouri Valley and Big Sky are
those most frequently mentioned)
or that the sport be dropped all
together.
Now, I believe that everybody
has a right to their opinion,
since football is (at the

bottom line) entertainment and
everybody has to pay to see it. But,
before anybody gets carried away
with the Lobo vivsection euphoria,
I'd like to pose a few facts for
consideration.
First, I used the word vivisection.
Hopefully, most of you will know
that that is the dissection of a living
thing. It was exactly the word I
wanted to use because the UNM
football program is a living,
growing thing.
It's been said a thousand times,
but I'm going to say it again (and
beg you beforehand not to turn off
the moment you read the phrase at least read my reasons) ''This is a
building year for ONM.''
When Mondt came here three
seasons ago, the Lobo football
program was dying. Of the group
of freshmen that Rudy Feldman
signed in his last full season of
recruiting, only five are starting for
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the Lobos now. And pne of them,
defensive-end Bruce Herron, was a
wide receiver under Feldman.
To top if all off, Mondt was
named coach late in the recruiting
season; making it extremely
difficult for him to attract blue-chip
players.
So, he has actually had about two
full seasons to recruit for. Twentyfive of UNM's 44 players listed on
the two-deep for the Arizona State
game
were
freshmen
or
sophomores. Eleven of them were
starting, and another nine of the
players listed were juniors.
That means that 34 of New
Mexico's lop 44 players will be back
next season which will,
theoretically, be Mondt's first
senior class in action.
Second,
now that we've
established that Mondt hasn't been
able to take full advantage of his

anyone to give the· Lobos another
chance and to get out there and
support the team. I really don't care
whether you do or not. I'd just like

' of the game that
Early in the fourth quarter l.:INM
It is an aphorism
has
a <Second and ten at the ASU 20. to acquaint you with a few relevant
young'players make more mistakes,
Mazzone
again fades to pass, this facts to temper some of your
especially .under pressure. All but
time"
there
is little pressure but there opinions. If you read this opinion
one of the players starting in the soIs
also
no
one open. He tries to and still feel that the UNM football
called' "skill psoitions" (offensive .
force
the
ball
to a receiver who is program is hopeless or still sound
and
defensive
backs)
are
double
covered
at the ten and it is the cry of "same old Lobos" that's
sophomores. The single exception is
picked
off.
junior tailback Smokey Turman.
·your trip. All I can do is smile and
say "uh huh."
A ·Case in point is quarterback
Noel Mazzone. Going into the ASU
This isn't to say that the loss was
game he was ranked tenth in the Mazzone's fault, the only two New
nation in total offense, but against Mexico scores were touchdown
the Sun Devils he made two costly passes from him, so it could be said
errors that hurt UNM badly.
that he broke even. But, a more
experienced quarterback wouldn't
With a first and ten at the ASU have made those mistakes and,
Sound Ideas does it
27 Mazzone dropped back to pass. given more games under his belt,
He came under heavy pressure and Noel will mature into .an even better
again! Discounts of
threw the ball away. It was quarterback than he is now.
intercepted inside the Sun DevillO.
up to 33% on a
A more poised quarterback would
selection of
have held on to the ball and taken
Finally, I'm not going to implore

.,
,:
··~'

To help us serve you better, our listening rooms and audio
experts are available by appointment until 1:OOpm Tuesday
through Friday mornings. Call 292-1188 for an appointment.
Open until 8:00pm Monday and Thursday evenings.
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... UNM Football Is Alive

.

r;·

found maturity. Many colleges on ;::,
both coasts have varsity Frisbee :-'
teams. Also, there are many ::;;
national
and
international ~
organizations that are for
advancement of the sport.
Enthusiasts have even begun to
print a periodical called Flying Disc
World, a bi-monthly Frisbee
journal.

Frisbees have beim booming around the country and now come in many varieties. Odd
Job never had it so good.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

PERSONALS

2.

JAN, LOOKS LIKE WE MISSED EACH OTHER,
Cull me and we will try again. Gene, 10/27 .

!lutes: 15 cent~ per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run five or mnrc conscculivc days w1t11 no chut!ges, nine cents 11er
w<~rd per day (no refunds If cancelled before fiv~
loserthms), Ch!Ssllled udvcrtlsements must be
puld in udvancc.
Marron llnll Room 131 or by mull t<>: Classified
Advertising, UNM llo~ 20, Albuquer<Jue, N.M.
87131

GET TUESDAY'S LOIJO to-;~ Lobo Football
Conte~t. $45.00 in gift ~crlificalcs given away ea.ch
week. Every Tuesday new contest, new win·

.!2:!:l:".~OI21______ -~------TUTORING. ·ENGLISH GRAMMAR and composition. Recent UNM graduate. 256-7420. l Ill

P.ETI:f!O~NS

FOR SENATE elections available
Room 242 SUB. Due Novem her I. 10/29 ·
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TDDAY'S CltOSSWDBD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate

Tuesday's
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LOST: SET OF keys on glazed ccramlc bead. Please
call evenings, 277-3679. 10/27
FOUND: NEAR BOOKSTORE bike rack, gold wire
mmed glasses with black case. Call 299-2825.
10/27
LOsT_;_J_O_/J-5-,-si-lv·e-r-ne-ck-la_c_e_w_/_sh_e_ll_h_ea-,·-t--s-w-,-irl

~-r~~~~~~

CLOSE-OUT FAMOUS brand J2V CD electronic
ignition $37.95. R~g·ularly $54,95. 268-5490. Electronic Ignition Sales, l i/3
EARLY BIRDS-~/egal/1 omelets! We open '7:30
a.m. Bakery Cafe, 118 Yale, 10/29
1960 JAGUAR MKII 3.8. Good running conditioh.
Call 842-8I48 llefore 9:30a,;::m.::.'_.:..IO_I2_;_9_ _ _ _~
MUST SELL IMMEDIATELY. 1971 Camara Z-28.
High performance engine, plus l''any more racing
parts, For more information call867-2757. 10/29 ·

in the middle. Either Mitchell Hall or SUB, Reward .
299-7231, Toni, J0/27

RECORDS AND TAPES-good price, good selection, good people, L P Ooodbuy, 3701 Central NE
(across from Fat Humphrey's). tfn

LOST: SMALL BLACK pocketbook containing im·
ponant IDs. Reward. JD number 585-04-4226, D,
Martinez. Call"/.77-6273. J J/2

QUAD RECORDER WITH AM·FM, stereo S-track
and all the goodir1. 255·7534: 10/26

MASSAGE 9·6 298-4718 Juan,

10/27

FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOI\SHOP and Photography
Gallery is V. block from Johnson Gym on Cornell,
Special order service. tfn
MODELS NEEDED FOR new cuts anct'Hcrra highlighting, Call Tijeras Hair Company, 255·5544.
10/28
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES now
forming-35mm. 4-week concentrated session taught
by professional photographer In luxurious Lomas
Professional Building. Call 294-8937 for more illfor.
.
mation. Studio 101. l 0/28
QUALITY: HUNTER PAINTING CO, Repairsglazing, carpentry, screening, gutters. Licensedreferences. 243·2505. I Ill
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES now
forming-35mm, 4-week concentrated session taught
by professional photogmpher in luxurious Lomas·
Professional Building. Classes begin November 2.
Call 294-8937 for more information. 'Studio IOI,
)1/J

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest
prices In town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Call 2652444orcome to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE, tfn
LSAT-MCAT EXAMS, Prepare now, Call Pro·
fessional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 842• 5200. tfn
POTTERY CLASSES, HANDBUILDING w/por·
celain. Caryn Ostrowe instr~ctor, $65 for 10 weeks.
242-2425 or 836-7285 or write Mojo Pottery, lii5Vz
Central NE, 87106. Classes begin Nov, 2nd. J0/28
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, LETTERS, MANUSCRIPTS, resumes, legal, medical, 266-4770. 10/27

4.

BICYCLES: WE HAVE the lightest weight for the
money you can buy, Some on sale. R.C. Hallett's.
843-9378. tfn
PEARL DRUMS: DOUBLE base, two mounted tomtoms, one floor tom-tom, snare, high-hats, 1wo
cymbals with stands. Excellent condition, Call 2935105. 10127

3; SERVICES
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suddenly
money
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See before
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13 Secure
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sound
article
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59 Small
off
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LOST: MESA VISTA-kitten, cream, blue eyes,
male. 277-5839,242-4657. 10/28

FOUND BY JOHNSON ~ym, Male grey and white
huskycollie cross puppy, To claim ca)J 345-0517 after
IOtOOa.m.andbeforeJOp.m. ll/:1.._

:::::

il)

LOST&FOUND

FOR SALE

SACRIFICE: $1300 Pcntax ES outfit, 3 lenses, accessories, strobc·S50. 294-8937. 10128
BICYCLE BERTIN AMATEUR racer. Excellent
condition SJ40 or best offer. 243-4171. I0/28

TURN ON TO stereo tuners: Pioneer, Sansui, Kenwood, Yamaha, Jensen 24" tower sneakers. Will
sacnfice equity, Ask for Ben or Jack, 255-7534,
lJL2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1967 GHIA: AM-FM, 8-tr~ck, rebuilt engine,
$400. I J/2
NECCHI SEWING MACHINE, buttonholes, blintl
hems, fancy designs, without a!lachments.
Regularly ~109.50, only $27.80. 255-7535, J 112
BANJO GillSON MASTERTONE. Mint condition,
reasonable. 268-9386. I 0/27

-PA-RT~--T-IM~E::-.::-B-:::E::-LP~W::-A~N::T::E:::D~d-:-u;i~g lunch-:-~
flexible. Apply Frontier Restaurant, 2660.550, 10/29
PIZZA HUT ON Menaul has positions open for
three females seeking employment. Apply in person,·
J0/27
RESIDENT DIRECTOR FOR shelter-for battered
wives. Administrative and social work. Experience
desirable, Salary plus room and board, 843-7370..
Jill
EXCELLENT INCOME POTENTIAL! For person
with ieodership, initiative, PT. Schedule interview,
255-1353.5-7 p.m.. J0/28
WANTED: ONE ATTRACTIVE well-groomed
student to work in the Albuquerque Ticket Agency,
Sunday-Friday 12-5. Call298-6715. J 1/1
WANTED: PARTTIME EXPERIENCED tellers.
Appjy in person Citizen's Bank, Louioiana NE. Mr.
Dolan, I 0/29
WE ARE LOOKING for an NBA graduate of UNM
to be operation manager. Salary $10-12,000. Serd
resume to box 3865, Albuquerq~e 8~. 11/2

1973 HONDA 750-4 16,000 miles. Good conditio~.
$1 ,100,00. 881-9296 after 5:30p.m. I J/2
PLANT LAYOFF has forced us to repossess new
1977 Kirby. Take over payments $7.47 a month. New
warranty. 255-7534, 11/2
·
!974 PLYMOUTH DUSTER 360·$1900; 1973 Ford
Pinto Runabout-$1400; J 972 Ford Pinto-$1050; 1971
Chevrolet Station Wagon-$1300. Parking lot vacuum
and trailer $1200. For further information contact:
Citizen's Bank of Albuquerque, 298-8777. ..1 1/2
KIRBY'S $62.50.
'7$34. ll/2

New 10-year warranty, 255-

HAND STITCH CO-OP. Personalized handmade
clothing & crafts, new 'llembers welcome. Mon.-Sat,
10,6, 2000 Central SE. 247-4498. 10/27

5.

4-BEDROOM HOUSE, $325 per month, UNM area,
256-946I' 11/1
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO shqre 3-bedroom house.
266-9740. 1112

6.

Eyeglasses & ·
Contact lenses

at reasonable cost

Casey ().pticai Co.·

FORRENT

EMPLOYMENT

(Next door to CaSOI' Roxal Drug)

Lomu a~ Waohlngton 255-83211

·-Halloween
Party
Sat. Nite - Oct. 30
Inquire At

Jigg's Pool Hall

CRAIG 8-TRACK CAR stereo,• assorted tapes in·
eluded. $60.00. Dan, 242·2901. l Ill

Ask for Frank or Chris

BICYCLES. TWO NEARLY new 5-speeds. Little
ole lady and old man drove to church only, SSS.
256-7420. II I I

% hr. FREE pool
Makers of-Hand Made

otD'¥oW1v

BLACK LES PAUL copy w/case, Exc~llent condi·
lion, SilO. 10-specd excellent for around town 560.
299-4839. 11/J
EARLY BIRDS-ELEGANT omdcts. We open
7:30a.m. Bakery Cafe, 118 Yale. I Ill
Delivered

YOUR SKILLS,' EDUCATION, ENTHUSIASM
pays big REWARDS in the Peace Corps. All majors
urged to apply. Call 277.2636 for an on-campus interview or stop by our office, Ortega 229, Tuesday,
Thursday, or Friday afternQon 3:3Q-5:00. I ill

NEW COLOR TV. Big' screen, solid state, New !0·
year warranty. Assume payments of $7.00 per month,
255-7535. J 1/2

GITANE TRACK BIKE, needs tires, brake fitted.
765·5726after 6:30. 11/J

APPLES, TREE RIPE-four kinds,
UNM,$2.50 Vz bu, 867-2584. J0/27

OVERSEAS JOBS-SUMMER/year-round, Eur·
ope, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields.$500$1200 monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
information. Write: International Job Center,
Department NB, Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704,
11115

with this coupon
Behind Perr 's Pizza

Free Clinic
Scott Harmon from
Rossignal Skiis

will present an in-store clinic
Friday evening at 7:30 p.m.
He will cover the manufacture,
use, care · and waxing tech·
niques of fiberglass x·country
skiis. •
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Want Ad~ say••,-;.in a Big WayU

Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
·150 per word, $1.00 111inimum ci'Jarge
5 or more times-~ per word
Terrn.· s Cash in advance
'

·M.arron Hall, Room.132
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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Please place the following classified advertisement in the Neyv Mex.ico Daily Lobo
. .
.
, under the headmg (circle one): 1.
Personals: 2. Lost & Found: 3. Servjces; 4. For Rer1t; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
· 7. Miscellaneous ..
~-·times beginning

